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Our Ingenuities.
Your Advantages.
StayStraight® Rails
Engineered to prevent
long-term bowing and sagging
GlideLock® Boards
Patented locking privacy boards
that resist impact and wind

SolarGuard® Colors
SolarGuard is a material
composition that provides fade
resistance so that your outdoor
living products will look good for
years to come.

CHESTNUT SCALLOP IN WHITE

StaySquare® Gates
Reinforced gate pockets
ensure long-term durability

ActiveYards low-maintenance fencing is built to last. The difference is in our
construction which is engineered with patented ingenuities to improve the
quality of the fence over its lifetime, ensuring optimal long-term value.
With several styles and sizes to choose from, ActiveYards offers one-stop
fencing solutions. All fence products proudly come with a transferable
lifetime warranty.

Fencing solutions for life®
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DOGWOOD

GlideLock®
Boards

DOGWOOD IN WHITE

Ultimate Privacy Fence
The Dogwood is America’s #1 selling privacy fencing style. Its simple,
2 rail design offers complete privacy from post to post while GlideLock
boards and StayStraight rails strengthen each panel for resistance to
impact and high winds.

DOGWOOD IN SAND
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White

Sand

Khaki

Driftwood

Cypress

DOGWOOD IN CYPRESS

VINYL PRIVACY FENCING

WILLOW

WILLOW IN WHITE

Breezy Style
Providing seclusion when you are enjoying time outdoors and allowing
the breeze to gently pass in and out of your yard, the Willow vinyl
fencing — with its louvered, modern horizontal boards — is perfect for
warm-weathered environments. Built to meet the most stringent wind
codes, this 6’ wide fence stands up to the elements and creates a
stunning shadow effect when the lights hits its angled boards.

White

Sand

WILLOW IN SAND

VINYL PRIVACY FENCING
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SEQUOIA

SEQUOIA IN KHAKI

Cosmopolitan Style
A fusion of matte black aluminum framing and vinyl infill boards, the
Sequoia is a modern fence style that will surely attract attention in your
neighborhood. Providing the ultimate in privacy and available in a wide
variety of solid colors and wood tones — that can be arranged in either
a vertical or horizontal arrangement to personalize your fence.

SEQUOIA IN WHITE
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SEQUOIA IN CYPRESS

VINYL PRIVACY FENCING

White

Sand

Khaki

Driftwood

Gray

Cypress

JUNIPER

GlideLock®
Boards

JUNIPER IN WHITE

Modern Style
The Juniper is simplicity at its best. This bold, modern fencing style
offers a striking, yet understated decorative element with its closed
spindle top and clean lines. The picket spacing creates a little
breathing room amidst the weighted security of the StayStraight
rails and GlideLock boards for a strong, sturdy privacy wall that
complements its environment.

HAVEN SERIES

HOME SERIES

White

JUNIPER HOME SERIES IN WHITE

VINYL PRIVACY FENCING
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ARROWWOOD

GlideLock®
Boards

ARROWWOOD IN WHITE

Garden Style

HAVEN SERIES

Classic elegance makes the Arrowwood an attractive option for a
flourishing backyard. With its diamond patterned lattice top, the
Arrowwood offers a perfect backdrop for flowering gardens, climbing
trellis, or natural stone patios. ActiveYards’ StayStraight rails and
GlideLock boards reinforce its timeless beauty with strength.

HOME SERIES

White

ARROWWOOD HOME SERIES IN WHITE
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VINYL PRIVACY FENCING

PEPPERIDGE

PEPPERIDGE IN WHITE

Deco Style
An exclusive style to ActiveYards, the Pepperidge offers modern art
deco styling with horizontal infill boards on the bottom and Decorative
Screen Panels on top. This unique, design-forward product will surely
be the talk of any neighborhood. An updated spin on traditional lattice
top vinyl fences, the Pepperidge offers seclusion while also allowing
air to easily circulate around the yard, providing a welcomed respite in
warmer weather.

Note: White Decorative Screen Panel only available with white fencing.
Black Decorative Screen Panel available with other color fencing.

White

Driftwood

Cypress

PEPPERIDGE IN CYPRESS

VINYL PRIVACY FENCING
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HEMLOCK

HEMLOCK IN WHITE

Modern Style
The Hemlock — with its horizontal infill boards — offers a modern twist
on traditional solid privacy fences while still providing the seclusion
that homeowners desire. The clean horizontal lines created by the infill
boards provide a popular styling that reflects current design trends.
Offering a blank canvas to highlight decorative landscaping, the
Hemlock is the perfect complement to any yard.

HEMLOCK IN DRIFTWOOD
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VINYL PRIVACY FENCING

White

Sand

Driftwood

Cypress

MOONSTONE

GlideLock®
Boards

MOONSTONE IN WHITE

Transitional Style
The Moonstone offers the perfect balance between picket and panel.
The atmospheric topper is firmly secured by the top rail for a beautiful
breezy element that offers a lot of character to your yard. Meanwhile,
ActiveYards’ StayStraight rails and GlideLock boards create a safe,
sturdy support system for your security and retreat.

White

MOONSTONE IN WHITE

VINYL PRIVACY FENCING
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ASPEN

GlideLock®
Boards

ASPEN IN WHITE

Colonial Style
With a striking scallop spindle top design, the Aspen offers privacy
and provides a sense of openness — allowing air to easily pass
through. Providing an elegant and artful look to your property, the
Aspen features GlideLock boards on the bottom section of the
panel — offering superior strength and resistance to impact and high
winds. StayStraight rails, engineered to prevent long-term bowing and
sagging, frame the panel and securely lock in the scallop spindles.

ASPEN IN WHITE
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VINYL PRIVACY FENCING

White

BARBERRY

BARBERRY IN WHITE

Classic Style
An easy-to-maintain vinyl version of its popular wood counterpart, the
Barberry’s classic dog-ear picket style provides just enough room for
air to pass through its 6" wide slats without fully exposing your yard.
Utilizing StayStraight rails to prevent long-term bowing and sagging,
the softened top line edges of this semi-privacy fence adds charm to
your peaceful outdoor respite.

White

BARBERRY IN WHITE

VINYL SEMI-PRIVACY FENCING
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TUPELO

TUPELO IN WHITE

Coastal Style
The perfect hideaway fence that is reminiscent of those seen in coastal
towns, the Tupelo semi-privacy fence features wide 6" pickets secured
by StayStraight rails. Available in two or three rail options (depending
upon height), the Tupelo has a strong vertical emphasis and allows air
to flow between pickets — creating privacy without the feeling of being
boxed in.

TUPELO IN WHITE
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VINYL SEMI-PRIVACY FENCING

White

WISTERIA

WISTERIA IN WHITE

Craftsman Style
Featuring dimensional styling, the Wisteria is an easy-to-maintain
vinyl version of traditional wood shadowbox fences. Available with a
traditional mid-rail in the center panel or with a rail placed higher up
on the panel to meet pool code regulations, this fencing style offers
privacy and airflow — perfect for allowing the breeze to flow through
while you lounge by the pool or enjoy time outdoors.

White

WISTERIA IN WHITE

VINYL SEMI-PRIVACY FENCING
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CHESTNUT

CHESTNUT IN WHITE

Colonial Style
Thin, square pickets with pyramid tops give the Chestnut its signature
New England look. With its symmetrical appearance and smooth
geometric lines, this colonial style is available in multiple picket
formations including Straight and Scallop.

CHESTNUT SCALLOP IN SAND
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VINYL PICKET FENCING

White

Sand

SILVERBELL

SILVERVELL IN WHITE

Garden Style
Up your curb appeal game with the Silverbell – a softer, curvilinear take
on the classic white picket. The Silverbell features wide pickets with
dog ear tops and complements most traditional house styles. Available
in Straight or Scallop picket formations, this friendly, decorative style
is a stunning backdrop for planting beds and works especially well in
front yards between private walkways and public sidewalks.

White

Sand

SILVERBELL SCALLOP IN SAND

VINYL PICKET FENCING
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GREENBRIER

GREENBRIER IN WHITE

Modern Style
With its wide, flat pickets, the Greenbrier firmly secures your pool
without compromising the outside view. The minimal contrast
between the sturdy, StayStraight rails and pickets composes a
protective boundary with a simple, modern design aesthetic.

GREENBRIER IN SAND
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VINYL PICKET FENCING

White

Sand

ACCESSORIES

FENCE POST CAPS

PYRAMID

INTERNAL

GOTHIC

NEW ENGLAND

BALL

FEDERATION

CONTEMPORARY

SOLAR

Barrette Outdoor Living Hardware offers a full line of gate hardware including
heavy-duty hinge and latch options as well as pool safe options.

LOCKING GRAVITY LATCH
2-SIDED KEY ENTRY

HEAVY-DUTY
WRAP HINGE

GATE
HANDLE

GATE
STOP

DROP
ROD

POOL LATCH

VINYL PICKET FENCING
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SOLD EXCLUSIVELY AT

51012752 5.22

545 Tilton Road, Egg Harbor City, New Jersey 08215
ActiveYards.com

